
THE STEP OF THE BIRD 

* 

There is a bird outside my window, have you ever noticed … birds move in 
instants? Never smooth, never wrong. Have you ever seen a bird take a foot wrong? 
These beautiful manifestations of sudden momentary mobility: as if some mysterious 
soul was radiating commands to which pulsating impulses emerged. Oh such a 
contrast with man! You see, the problem with our intrinsic fluidity is that it takes 
hold – to be fluid, there is never to be a break, an activity at every second is expected, 
demanded. Whether that turn, or swerve is correct is irrelevant. There must be 
movement. It traps us in a prism of expectation and helplessness. A bird however is 
not confined by such a principle – as every other bird you see acts – the bird acts in 
beautiful synchronicity. Two clocks, hung high on two adjacent walls, endlessly 
ticking at the same time towards the same future – never to interrupt one another, 
never to deviate from those beautiful quiet patters. 

I romanticise, that in every second second – as the hand hits another digit – 
the bird immerses itself in another moment of graceful and permitted thought – 
calculating the next small adjustment of the muscles. Weighing the impact of just 
one small permutation to the constant world. My vision however depends on the 
novel assumption that such a species would be so inclined to organise the arrangement 
of such a wonderful idea: a moment to contemplate. It depends on the prospect of 
every bird, as every clock must do, choosing to tick at the same time as every other. 
That means they all must make a proactive choice not to seize the fire that is singular 
advancement. Not to use that one second of motionless contemplation and instead 
effortlessly aberrate and take that last grain of birdfeed and so survive another day, 
while all those other birds frozen with faith in universal action watch on and perish. 

There’s a pejorative invoking the bird when referencing someone’s intelligence 
– by comparing them to having the brain of such an animal. Maybe it is rather some 
cognitive inability to process information that results in the beautiful delay that I 
witness. You know, intricate and desirable clocks now move in a flow, rather than 
instants. 

I may be a fantasist for faintly hoping that some entity of consciousness on 
this planet would have the ability to, in homogeneity, be so organised and abiding to 
actions that result in the collective good. As opposed to actions of self-advancement. 

 

The single bird waddles onwards. The one that ate the last seed. The one that 
will undoubtedly survive the winter. Maybe my world ticks, maybe I subconsciously 
halt at every movement of the muscle, maybe everyone else does. Maybe … when 
something is a universal action, there is no one to notice it: thus a new flow is born. 
Maybe I should put out another bird feeder. A Man might watch me, high in the sky, 
dreaming that every step I take, I’m thinking of the next one. 
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